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1his paper defines an inventory problem of assigning servicer 
leve1~·to items ·under statisti~al stock control so as ta minimize 
. 
investment, subject to the overall service level being equal to a 
specified level. 
. - . 
The problem is bas_i9t(J..ly a combinatorial one. 
A recursion formula is· developed for .. finding the number of. 
.. . 
assignments for a given number of items,. service levels and a 
specified overall service level. So.lutions to the recursion for~· 
mula are given for small numbers of service levels. 
The problem is also formulated as a (O, 1) i-nt~ge,~ 'P:rogramming 
p:ro)ilem arid a proof is given that the simplex algor~t:hm w-ill solve 
the. problem when a rea~oz:iable as$tunption is made. j.n_: :r.egard to the 
cos·:t. of' :maintaining t·he ind-i-vidu~l it~ms at £he: .s~-1:fvice levels. 
A difference algorithm is given that, w-ill solve the problem when 
·the assumption made regarding costs ·t9r· :t __ he simplex algorithm 
proof is assumed. 
Finally a dynamic programming algorithm is· gi.ve·n tp~.t w-}:~.~ 
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Most of the inventory models that have been formulated and 
solved have been concerned with a single item. In this. paper a 
• 
multiple item inventory system is discussed. We will aasume that,~ 
.. 
I 
the overall objective is to minimize the total cost of the system 
. subject to meeting certain.imposed constraints. 
( 
More specifically we assume each inve,ntory item in the system 
can be maintained at- ~·ny one of various specified service levels. 
·By a service le.v.el ;: ·of say one., :l t is- .me~nt that the backorder is 
.one percent.,, where backorder is defi'ned as· the ratio of the demand 
not satisfied on request to the total qua.ntity demanded in a unit of 
time.. A_ cos:t ,i~ ass.ulli~d to be incurred in maintaining the items at 
-e.ach of the avail.ab.le. s·~rvice levels.. The problem to 1Je investigated 
I 
:h,e.re i.s to find· that. as.$lgmn'3nt of· service levels to items such that 
• 
·-a predetermined o.verall system service level criterion is satisfied 
and such that the cost for this assignment is the minimum over all 
:other -assignment·s ~eating the p:redetermined criterion. It is recog-
nized that f i11diilg :the costs incurred for maintaining the i te11,1s at ,,. 
... 
the service levels is a difficult problem. However, it is assumed, 
in this thesis, that these costs are given. 
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programming algorithms will be developed, the first (a di.fference 
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algorithm) depending on types of costs and the second for, 
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II DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
In· this chapter we wish to discuss a simple example. The dis-
cuss ion will be made easier, however, if we first define the f·o1-
•. '-
lowing symbols: · 
Let 
• 
N ... th~· )1Jitnbe,r- :_of it~tµ_$ :i_:1i the inyentory systeµi. 
;; L · -· the: nuiirber· of s:peq·iJ:i.efd servj,ce ~evels:- for the system. 
Th:at. t, .. , ·e·ach .-ftem tn the syst·em: wtll be capable_ <?f bei_ng 
.. 
3, ~~-·, ~-service 
t·eve.1.s .: 
/ 
A -- ·the predetermined o:V~_i:-il=ll :a,ver~g~- -se:r,ti·ice: lev·~·1 t_f3qtilr,e.·d •. 
~ij - the cost of maintaintn~ the: t th fteljl lit the j th SE!:t'ViCe 
ie.:ve1 .-
.. 
.. (·L· ·. N. A .. ,__ )··. -... ., ... , . : . __ : an i_:nventory sys tent ·:li_avln.g .L sefrvi.c,e I.eve:1s, rt i_tems 
and a predetermined· ovE:!ra:II averag.e ·s··et-vice level of: .A ..• 
N (L, N ,A) - ( i 1 ,''i2 , •.. , i .. , . .- . iN) :_ the: ·N:~ve.qt:or r·e.presenting the .~th· n :J 
a.s·s~gµmen.t .of: the· :N it·ems such that. ·the first it~ni: is at 
,-s' 
. ,) 











· · the ·t1 leve.l·,· the ·s¢coµd item is at the 12 level, •••. , 
the jt~ item is at the ij level, ••. and the Nth item 1$: 
at the iN level, where i. is an element of the set J 
S ( 1 , L) = ~ 1 , 2 , • • • , L } and 11 + i2 + • • · + iN = A·. 
N 
------- -------r-"·· ·--·-·-·-·- -···- --······--··· 
··-· 
-·· --- --
N*(L,N,A) = the assignment having overall average service level A 
----;-·-
...-..----····------·-___:~-__:.:.-: . ----~.__.,;__._ -· ~ -
and the -minimum cost ·among such assignments. 
- the cost of. ·th~· op.timum assignment. 
\ 
. ---. .-.-~-. - ---,,--~-
--:-:-,--··~--. -. ~; - - •. • r 
•. - .... · .• r 
.. -.--........ 













In the above definition· of Nn(L,N,A), 11 + 12 + : ... + iN = NA = 11. 
Hence, we see that finding Nn(L,N,M) is equivalent to finding Nn(L,N,A). 
It is this (L,N,M) inventory system that we will consider in subs~-
quent discussion. 
The objective of this paper is to find an "e:tf icient" method of 
determining the N-vector N*(L,N,M) and the cost C*(L,N,M) for a given 
\ 
(L,N,M) inventory system. When these values have been found it will 
be said that the (L, N ,M) system is solved. Since. it. is an easy 
_procedure to find C*(L,N,M) once N*(L,N,M) has bee_µ determined 
N*(L,N,M) will be called the solution or the sol.utton vector to 
the system. 
A~ . an exampl_e: :1..e:f ·-tis· con:s-ide-.f' t-he f..oll.owi"ng, ·i11~en.tory problem: 
_.Ari .:inve.ntq~y- s:y.st,em ha:s :th:ree: ·items with each item, cap-~bl_e of being 
st:ocked :at a.tty: on.~-- :·o-f :three service levels .• . . Th~ c:ost·s .for the-·, ., 




ITEMS "' 2 
3 
" 












·-- ·-··- --~-------·--- -------
-----·--··-··---..4.... .. -·-·- -----·--. ·------- --- _ _... __ ·--. - ~ -- ----·------ - -------· - ---~-. 
.1 
_----:;- · whe}'.'e, for example, the cost for maintaining the third item at the - ___ .... ______ . --~ _
_
_
 ... ____ -.-~-- ____ -:-=.;::;~----- ··----· ·---:·-- ...... ' __,.. __ .. -- - ---- ·------- - .. -·-·--· --- ... -----· ·----------- ------------ --
first service level is a3 1 = g •. 
. , 
Jt ' 
It is decided to m1intain this system at a~ overall service 
level of A= 5 + 3 ~ 1.67. That is, the value for Mis specified 





.... ~ ~ 
------- --~' --","--~----'---'"?"~=-·---··- - -- -·· _ _:_~~---- ·--·-- ·--.- ~---;,-~:~--- ·- .. -· --- ·. - . ~:-- ------_. ·---- --- ----- - _. _____ ....... -~ --~~··---:-:~-:· -. _. . . 









to: ·be 5. We wish to find that assignment of service levels to items 
such that the assignment gives the specified value of Mand such 
that the cost for this assignment is the minimum of all other assign~ 
ments having-the same value of M. So iri this case we have the system 
• 
I (L,N,M) = (3,3,5) and we wish to find N*(3,3,5) and C*(3,3,5). 
N* ( 3, 3, 5) and C* (3J 3, 5) can be determined from the graphical 
representation. (tree· diagram) -of the system snown in Figure 1. The 
node with· t.he:. S represents the starting. p·oint_. The other three 
le..y~ls of. ttodes represent the fact that, there· are three items in the 
s·.ystem.-· The- numpe·rs. inside t_li.e nodes represent the :_possible service 
l.e.vels.. :The .numbers ·on_t-he :briji:i_:ches represent the cost of assigning 
. . . 
. . . ·. . 
. . " 
.fr. . .. -~-~ ·item to tJie. ·s.ervice .l~ve:1 of the node belo~ ft., f.or example . . . . . . 
t.··be pos·t ass:0¢.i:at~ . .cJ ·with ·assl~J1i.ng item .qne to l:evel ,prte· is five and 
f·s :tou:nd1 on t.he ·br·~1pch from node S. to node ·one. Alf: possible assign-
ment.-s :a~c;J: t.helr a:~s.q_ci.ated: .qost:s: c:an ·be determined .from the tree 
dia_g.ram. FQ.r· exampl~ ·to· find the- c·os.:t of the assignment N1 (3,3,3) -
(l , . i rl) w,e would add ·the costs on t·he branches of the "path" 
5 1· \ 8 
• 
··T.·b:a..t: is·, if we were to make the assignment N1 ( 3, 3, 3) - ( l_, l·, 1). ·t1:te: 
--- - ' 
·.···corrift:fponding· tota~·-_cost would be c1 (3,3,S) = 5 + 7 + 8 = 20. 
We see from the tree_ d_~Mr_am __ that_. ther.e-. a-:l!e--21-pos-sib-le··-ass1.gn-·=-·--·· --· --- --------- . , - ~-"' - ~ 
----------~--- _____ .me.nts __ Q.f_.~sexld.ce~~l~ls----t·e·-·-i-tems. --~-However;· we· wish-ori.ly ... to-· f:i'nd. --~. 
- -- .... __ .. ._.,,.. 
those ·a.ssigniµents such that the sum of the elements of the 3-vector 
representation of the assignments is five. There .are six possible 
assignments for the. (3,3.,5) system. These are shown-on the tree 
--------..... -- --· -- --- --
-·· -- -- -- _....,_ .... · .. ·--- ;_ .. ;._. - ----. - -: ... 
-· . --~--- ·--.---·----·--. -- - -··. 
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POSSIBI,E ASSIGNMENTS AND 
CX>STS FOR A SPECIFIC INVENTORY SYSTEM 
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with M=5 
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8 
diagram (the ·paths with dashed branches)' and are listed below with 
their associated costs: 
,~. 
Assignments I Costs for As.signments 
(1) N1 (3 ,3, 5) - ( 1, 1, 3) c1 (3, 3, 5) - 5 + 7 + 6 --
(2) N2 (3,3,5) (1,2,2) c2 (3, 3, 5) - 5 + 5 + 7 -· - -




. (4) N4l3 ,3, 5) (1,3,1) c4 (3,3 ,S) - 5 + l + 8. = .14 - -
(5) N5(3,3,5) - (2,2,1) C5(3,3,5) 4 +. 5 + .3 - 17· - -
-
(6) N6 (3,3,5) - (3,1,1) c6.(3, 3, 5) - 3 + 7 ·+ 8 - 18 -
We see for this system that N*(3,3,5) = N4(3,3,5) = (1,3,1) and 
C*(3,3,5) = c4(3,3,5) = 14. Therefore, the conclusion would be to 
stock item one at level one, it~m- two at level three and item thre·e 
at level one~ This assignment.would meet the specified value of 
\ M - 1 + 3 + 1 = 5, with.the resulting cost of 14. 
Consideration of the inventory problem shows. us that N* (L, N ,M) 
and C*(L,N,M) can be found for any (L,N,M) system by enumerating all 
possible assignments, as was done in the above example. Knowledge 
of the possible number of assignments for a (L,N,M) system would 
inform·us if this were a practicable method of determining the solution 
,-
., 
,. .~ ·:. 
<' 
to th~ -problem~---· T~e- __ n~~t __ c~_~p_t~_r _de.al~ ___ w_i_tll .. d.eyelopin.g_11_x.e.cursi-on--------··---.. -. ,--:"~.-.. ----- -·---~ - --·-------- -
-
11 
. relation fg;r _ finding the number of possible assignments for a given 
re; 
... ·. ·• -·- - . - --- --
(L,~,M) system. ... 
\ ... ~-.. ,. 
_,.. 
_...;·;;.__· ·..:....· ~~~,-,-· 
'.. . . . ~---·~---.--~.-~-::-.·.-. ~ .· .. 
.. . .. 
. . .. . ,,__:.·~~' ..;_;· :.;.;.;.·_: ......... ~~.;,....-"".--:----"'' ~.,.,.-·.. ~: 
,, -~~..:.~~-~-"+.:··~·-;......·  ~· ·-·~· ,;,__:,· ------:----... ~-:-~~~-.. 
i-----··---- -.~.. . .. -- ...... 
.·; ... , 
",''''-" ., ,. . • ~ ,_,.' ,, ..... ·• 








III COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS AND RECURSION RELATION 
Before developing the recursion relation-let .us first determine 
" " those legal values of M that may be specified. M was defined to 
• 
be equal to i 1 + i 2 + ••• + ij + ••• + 11 , that is, the sum of the 
elements of the N-vector .(i1 , i 2 , ••• ij' ••. , iN) where ij E S(l,L). 
Since all the _elements of the N-vector are integers we see that M 
-
:must be an integer. The smallest value.of.M that can occur is when 
the elements of the N-vect.or are all "1' s". Hence, the smallest 
possible value of M is N. The largest value of M that c~n oc.cur is 
.when the elements of the N-vector are all "L's" and in this ca·s·e· 
M = L x N. All other possible values of Mare the integers such 
that N (, M ( LN. Therefore, we see that the on:ly values of M that 
may be specified, if we wish to find a solution to the inventory 
, .. - - .. 
problem, arf~ those belongi.n_g to the set S(N ,LN) = { N, .N + 1, .•• , LN}. 
-
. 
--·----------To··-develop the recursion relation we need a symb.6lic represen-
, 
tation for the number of possible assignments for a given (L,N,M) 
system. We use the symbol F(L,N,M) for this definition, where 
., 
ME S(N,LN). We also define F(L,·N,M) = 0 when M f S(N,LN). 
The recursion relation development method will be shown by ex-
.. 
~mple before being done in general. As our example we choose to 




.. _: .. 
- -,·• -------··· 
-·-·-···-----~·--··-··- -·- ··--i·tems and three service·1ev-e·1s··-a:nd we wish to··:f1nd the ·poss:fhle 
. - . - - .. -- . --- - -___ ,... . --..•- -number·of assignments for· the specified value of M = 5. 
To express this in mathematical terms we want to find the number 
of 3-vectors whose · elements are from the set · 11, 2, 3 t such that the·· 
- , . •.:.. 
-~-=----:-----------~------ -- -----~-----~--·- - ~----------·-------------- -- --~·-------·------- -- -----
.. 
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·• 
sum of the elements of each 3-vectors·is equal to five. J 
We first list all possible 2-vectors that can be formed using 




·2-Vectors Elements No. of Assi~nments 
N1(3,2,2) - (1, 1) -
N1(3,2,3) - (1,2) -
N2(3,2,3) - (2,1) -
N1(3,2,4) - (1,3) -
N2~3,2,4) - (2,2) 
N3 (3,2,4) = "(3,1) 
N1 (3,2,5) - (2,3) 
N2(3 ,2, 5) 
- (3,2) 













F(3,2,2) - 1 
F(3,2,3) - 2 -
F(3,2,4) = 3. 
F(3 ,2, 5) 
- 2 
F (3 ,::.!~· · r 6) 
- 1 
We see that there is ·one 2-vector, the ·sum· ·.of ·w:~ose el:ements.: ·.i's 
two, that is, F( 3, 2, 2) = 1. There. are two 2-vectors, the s:liin of 
whose elements is three, ·that is, F(3,2,3) = 2. Continuing we find: 
F(3,2,4) = 3, F(3,2,5) = 2 and F(3,2,6) = 1. these are all shown in 
the above table. 
We now form all possible 3-vectors by adding a third component, 
the ·value· of which can only be a one, two or three, to only those 
----~- --· . - -·-~-----~· -···------·-·--~-----~ ......... -~-------~-~-
--:_-'-, ...... _ ....... ·-···-~-: . ..........__: - __. ·••-•• .-.~·-·-- -•-,• .. _-::.:....~ .. -.-.... - • ••• -·-• . 




. . , 
... ..; 
__ .. ..,..-;._..--
~ 2~veotors such that when we sum all three elements of the riewly formed 
-• ' .. -· - --
- - ---·------- ---
3-vector we get the sum 14. = 5. For example we form a 3-vector from 
the 2-vector (~ 1 1), l;>y_ ~?.P .. d.ing .a third .com.ponent whose value is three - -· ... __ .. _, ·" -
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formed 3-vector is 1 + 1 + 3 = 5 = M. Continuing with this procedure·. 
we arrive at: 
3-Vectors 
N1 (3,3,5) - (1,1, 3)} Ii(3 ,2 ,2) = 1 
N2 (3,3, 5) - (1,2, 2) 
. F(3,2,3) - 2 
-N3 (3, 3, 5) - (2,1, 2) F(~,5) - 1+2f3 -· 6' - - . 
N4 (3, 3, 5). = ( 1,-3, 1) 
N5 (3,3,5) (2,2, 1) F(3,2,4) - 3 - -
N6 (3 ,3, 5) - (3, 1, 1) 
The above six 3-vec.tor$ are the only 3-vectors Whf.ch give the 
value of M = 5 (subject to the .given condit:i.Qris), thai; :Ls, F(3,3,5):.....6, 
Note that F(3, ~ ,2)· = ·1 :of tli:~ 3-vectors' wa~ forme.d -usin·g :Qne of ·the: 
is three. F(3 ,2 ,3) = .2 of the 3-vectQfs were ;formed uSing two of 
the prevjqu·s~y for.med ·se.t~ of 2-vectors: by. adding a third compone.nt 
Wb:Qse value is two and F(3,2,4) = 3 of the ,3-vectors were fofmed usirig 
th,t,:~:e· :of the previously· farmed set of 2--vecto:rs· qy ·addlng a third 
. -
·component whose value is one. That is, F(3,3,5) is arrived at by 
summing F(3,2,2), F(3,2,3) and F(3,2,4) or-F(3,3,5) - F(3,2,2) +: 
L=3 
F(3,2,3) + FC3,2,4) = }: F(3,2,5-i) = l + 2 + 3 = 6. Hence, we 
~ i=l 
.. The general recursion relation for F(L,N,M) is developed in a 
simil.ar fashion to the above example. To determine this recursion 
relation we first assume we have found all possible ass~gnments 












N1 (L,N-l,N-l) = .( 1, 1 , ••• , 1, 1, 1) 
N1 (L,N-1,N) - ( 1, 1, ••• , 1, 1, 2) -



















No. · of Asf.ignments 
F(L,N-1,N-1) = 1 
F(L,N-1,N) = N-1 -
F(L,N-1,(N-l}L) = 1 
F(L,N,M) is then ,found by the fol.lowing procedure: 
STEP 1 
(1) Add a component whose value is ''1'' to every (~-1)-vector of the form N.(L,N-l,M-1). · 'Ibis will result in N-vectors of the form J N .(L,N,M) and we see that _we have F(L,N-l~M-1) such_ .N-vectors. 
J 
(2) Add a co~ponent whos~ value is "2" to every (:N-1.).·-ve.:ct.or· 





(L) Add a component ·whose value is "L". t·o e_v.ery (N-1)-vector 
of the form N. (L ,N-1,M-L). This will result in N-vectors of the J form Nj(L,N,M) and.we, .. _see that __ we_ ha~e ~(L,_~-~,~-:-.L). such N-vectors. 
__ STEP-· -2--··---------~--------··-- ----------- ~------ ---·-· - -__.__...;-...-----·-· ·_:.;....-. c-------- ·---~ 
_ 
_..;.---~-----------·----------
Sum all the N-vectors constfucted in (1), (2), ••• , (L) to arriv.e· at the total number of N-vectors of the, .form N_j (L·, N ,M) • This sum. 
gives the recursion relationship: ) • 
-1:. 






















P(L,N,M) .. = F(L,N-1,M-1) + F(L;N-1,M-2) + 
. L 
= E" F(L,N-1,M-i). 
i=l 
• • • 
We.note that by adding a component, whose value,must be an ele-
ment of S(l,L), to any other (N-1)-vector N(L,N-1,J), where 
J; {M-1,M-2, ... ,M-L} does llOt result in an N-vecto.r of the form 
Nn(L,N,M). Hence steps 1 and 2 do lead to ·the correc.t recur.Sion 
relation. / ,. 
We now need :-initial .Cohditions for the recursion relation and 
we ar_rive at these by noting that F(L,1,R} = 1 for R E S(l,L}. 
Therefore, we find that the recursion relation for F(L,N,M} is: 
F(L,N,M} = t F(L,N-1,M-i), where N ;: 2;3;, •• \nd ME S(N,LN), 
with initial conditions F(L,l,R) = 1, Where RES(l,L}. 
In order to obtain a_better understanding of the use of the re-
. curs1on 
below. 
















for the·., c:a.se L 
M 
- N 
4· 5 6 
1 
3 1.... 3.. © 0 0 3 . ·1 
3 . -. 1S ·-.. 
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l 5 15 30 45 51 45 30 
.... . .· . 
RECURSION RELATION TABULATION 



















- --- ----- ___ ,.-~ - ·-·· 
·--··-. 
.-. 
- -···--·-···'""- ... --- ·--· . . -· . ' - . ·--1 -·· --- -··~-·- 14 ...: 
.. • 
The recursion relation for the above table is: 
~ 3 
F(3 ,N,M) = L F(3,N-1,M-i), where N = 2·,3, ••• and Mt S(N,3N), i =l 
--i-
. with initial con:ditions F(3,l,R) = 1 where RE S(l,3). 
The listed values i.n the top row of the table are values of M-N 
while the values on the left correspo~l to N (the number of items 
. 
:in the syste~) • As an example if we. wished to find the' number· of: 
-
possible. assignments, F(3,5,9), for ~: (3",5,9) sy~te~ w·e, w·ould .c·al-.- ·, ,.. . . . 
·; 
C.lllate M-N = 9-5 = 4. · We would then t.ollpw al·on,g t:he.: fl.th: row. of 
....... -
• • 
-t:lie table until- we came to. :the .cdl.umn designat.ed 4 :ar:ri-vi:ng ~rt: the: 
v·atu·e F(3 ,. 5, 9) = 45. Thi-s ·number tells us .th~t ;if: we. haq .~)1 ;inven-
', . ' . .. ~ tor.y .. ~.y$tem with li:Ve' items, three service l-~vels :an<;i a·: s·pectfieQ: 
value :of M = 9 ther.e··wtf4Id .. be 45 posstl)le ·assig.nments. The value$, 
i,:n the table, circled 6, ·7, e· and 19 correspond to F(3, 3, 5), F(3 ,3, 6), 
:F(3,3'·;.7) clnd F(3,4,8) respe.ct;fveJ.y and we see that F{3,3,5) + F(3,3,6) 
+ · F(3 ,f~ ,. 7) 2- 6 + 7 + 6 = tg· = F( 3 , 4 , 8) .. 
.• 
- -·- ·-:- -·- -
The r·e.curs1on re·lat.ion nas the f ollow:irig ¢1.ose.d forrp.: ·:$C>l11t·::i.o.n :: 
..... 
L-2 Terms L-1 Terms 
F(L,N,M) = to ". Jt ~ (:)·. ·(:)(~)((M-Ji) - (i~j+k+ ... ~)) 
- --
---·-· ---- - -
... ·-' - .,... - . . 
r.-..:.:..,. -- --- -- -· ---- -- ----- - ----.. . . -- - - -· .... 
.. --· ·- --··--------"--
--.. -- ... -·-·------.. --·---.. --.~- --
for L = 2ili.1..1-.! .. !.-• ----·-----··--··-·,_.;....;.~--"'-'-----·-----·-·------
and N - 1,2,3, .•. 















where (:}, (~), etc. are binomial coefficients. The binomial coef- ·· 
fi i 'y) Y ~ 
-
· 1 X 2 X 3 :>c • • • X Y Cent \z means z! (Y-Z)! - (1 X 2 X ••• X Z)(l X 2 X ,,,'x (Y-Z)). 
The proof of the closed form solution to the recursion relation 
and some other purely mathematical interpretations of. -.tlle recursion 
·relat .. _ion- .are· relegated to the appendix .. 
.. 
With the· .closed form solµtion to the· r·eciir.sfon relation a table 
need not be constructed ·to find ·any specific F(L,N;M). Instead 
the chosen N. _and M need only .b~. ;s.ubsti.t"Jft:~'d into the equation. 
Hence, a considerable amount· .of: t·Jme for· :f'}nding any pa;rtic.ul-ar·· 
F(L ,N ,M) can. be saved·. 
·above-. eq).1~ti_on we have: 
- 403, 093, 396 
,. 
. ~ 
tending Table 1 to thirty rows·. 
Our main purpose· in this, chapter has. be~!)- to :detetn.iine if corn-
. --.- --·.-. pl-ete enumeration woula be- a feasible method of determining the so-
!~ ___ !_~_if; ___ !;~_~rd_}Y§ ___ s_e_e ___ (.fr ..om-- the -abeve-Sfflall-· -- - --- - ----- -- -------·---------
lution vector N*(L,N,M). 
; :l:,' :. 
- .• 
. ,. ,.'~-, ~ .. , - '·c'zz,~~-+', 
----------·-------·-· 
__________ ., .... ,.--..;,,,;....- __ .,.., , ....... 
· example) ~-~_t_ ... t.l!~_nym.be_r __ af.-poss..io-le----ttS-S-ignments-·can·-oecomeVe-ry 
--· --......- -------___ ... __,.._..._ ...... -.. .-...... -... -,- ····--·- ,.._ ...... 
9 
~.. . . . .. 
large. ~er~f~r~, any attempt to solve the inventory problem by 
en·umerating all possible. cases can get out · of hand ·vE:!ry fast, eyen 
• if a computer was used· to do ·~he enumerating. Hence,_ :so.me ot·her method:? 
. ' 
./ 










chapters discuss methods for finding these values. Chapters 4 and 5 
dlscuss solution methods for special types of cost functions while 
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IV SIMPLEX ALGORI'mM SOLUTION FOR SPECIAL COST FUNCTIONS 
.. In this chapter we discuss the formulation of the·inventory pro-
blem as a linear programming problem. We will show that the problem· 
:can. be st:ruct·ured in a (O, 1) integer progr~tQ.ri1ipg. format and a proof 




• N L 
Minimize L L aij x1 j .. ' s.ub.Je·ct to· .tJfe .c.onstr..a'ints:: i=l j=l 
L 
L j=l x . . - 1 l..J 
N L 
>' E jXij - ·.M 
t;i J=l 
.i· --· 1.,, 2 •: 
.... ,, ••.• , tN 
•.-:" 
·(4) X .. - 0 or 1 for i E S(l,N) and J. E S(l,L) l.J 
x .. are the, d·ecision variables i.n t_ .. h.·_¢ 1.· i11ear p,rog·· .. ramm .... 1.n._.:g··_:. for-l.J 
·mul.ation ·and ha·ve the tnt~rpret·atio.n· that i:f .i .. t.em ·t i-s. a.ss:igned: t:o 
service level j then Xij = 1, otherwise Xij = ·o. That is·.1 in the d 
f ormulati.on ---w:e- -l-imi t -- -t-he· -·-de c is±un ·-var 1 ab l e·s---ro--r nt eger s-'--a nd further.:..-· 
·,, ... 
.. 
--·--_:..__:;.:, ___ - ·-·-·· .. 
t 
..... ---- ... "-' -- -----~--- ........ , .... ·~·~·--~· ... --~-· --·-····~p-- --· -¥·-------~- -----·-.--------- ---+ ···;-.· ·. ·__; -:--~---- -- · 1 ·----·· --···--··-----~--~--~ore. they ·;ire-11.riilted to the integers zero and one o This type of 
limit, or fo~~ulation, comes under the heading of~ (0,1) integer 
' programming problem on wh:i..cJ1 extens.ive. work ·h~s: bere.n done o The ,, 








---·--- ·----- .~; -;--:-.-L --
'I 
-
'; "'·"'' ,/' ,. 
_.~ _ !.-.Jo-- ,:, .... _,,_..., 4 . A .C -• ,IJ • 1'•· 
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18 
problems, however, are fairly complicated and sometimes take .. con-
• 
siderable time to effect a s~lution (depending on the structure of 
the problem) • 
We will show in this chapter that it is not necessary to resort 
to the use of one of the various (O,l) integer programming algorithms· 
if a certain assumption, is made regarding the costs a. . • We -will l.J 
., prove that· the simplex· algorithm will solve the problem • 
• 
:The. s·.implex algorithm does not nece:·ss~ri-ly give . integ~r ·solt1-
t ions to l:_inear programming probiems. Only in s_pecJal f ormul.a.t.i:fin$:· 
(t 
will this happen. An exampl~ of one of tbes~ formulations would be 
the, f;O called, transportation problem • We can guarantee that we 
··have one of these fo:rmµ_lations, that is_, ·w·e can g-uarijri._tee that tlle 
simplex algorithm ··will. f:lo'l.ve: ·the i:nv:ent.or_y pr.oblern, :1f the foll.owtn~: 
a . . ·- a:1· .· 2·. · .. ) a i·· ··. ·2· . ,_ 
. l i l: .. ' . '· .a... 3·.· )·· ·.• • • ' :a .. L., ·1· ... :a .. ·1···· .. ·.L· ...•. :J. ,. . . ,/ . l f · .. -.: : ·. :1,. 
l;.owing: .ft:rg·wnent. for a· .sy's .. t-em W·ith three servi·ce J.ev.e.:is :. 
·Assume th~t: :it.em. i of· the system could be maintained a.t anyone 
of: .~:it~ s_~r·vt.ce l·~·yet:s 1, :2- 1 or 3. If the i tern were to be maintained 
at level "3'' the associated cost wo1.{!,d be a1 , 3 • Now it fO:r -some 
,:j ·:r.E3.ason we wished to incur less backorders we could increase the j :. J_ 
. ' 
--·-·-- --· -- --·····'"' 
- ···- -·· -··-·--- -·--· -- ----- ,.,----------
--·----- -- ----- ·- -- --- --- ., ________ - -- - ---·'Cir --
. . . ; service level to 2 with the associated cost of --~.i _2 • . .~~ -~~~u!.~---· .. ____ . _____________ ); . . -· - ·····---- - -- ·-- ···- - •- . .. ·--· -- -- - ····-. - - -·-- - - -·- .. - ' 
. - \';i expect the cost ai, 2 to be greater than the cost a113 since we 
normally expect · a better service to cost mo.~e, -i. ·e. 1 we expect an 
increase ·in cost of a1 ,. 2 , - af ,a;• 
; ., .... 
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19 
n· u · better service we could increase the service level to 1 • Again 
~e expect the cost ai,l to be greater than the·cost a1 , 2 , i.e., we 
expect an increase in co&t- of a1 , 1 - a1 , 2 • Furthermore, it is not 
~ udeasonable to assume this latter increase in cost, ( a1 , 1 - ai, 2> , 
to be more than the previous increase in cost, ( ai .2 ·-. ai, 3) , since 
' . 
we also expect that as better and better service is provided the cost 
should increase at a rate greater than linearly that is, we expect • I 
8,• ·1 1· .,
• 
By extending this argum¢:~t to a systenf 
oI,·L level~, we arrive at the above assumption .. ; 
With this assumption we will prove the :f:O:li-:<>Wi·ng: 
THEOREM: 
The simplex algorithm will _sql. v¢ th·e (o·, 1) integer programm:j:_Jig .. 
p;r.ob:lem defined by equations (1) ,: (2) ,, (3) -~ -and ( 4) and the above 
_QO$_t· :assump~:i-ort. 
F_r-o.m· e_quat-ion:$: .(2)- :an.d f3)· .we, ~e~ that w~ :-h)1V~. N+l constr:·aJ.)tts. 
'.;tn the $i01ptex algoritlun ,t.e..r.niinolo_gy this means that· :the'. ''requir_e-
iµents space" will be N+l dfm~nsional . This impl.tes ·th_at .th.e· .answer 
to our problem (using the· simplex algorithm) .will i11v.olve a maximum 
of N+l, out of _possible_ L x N, decis:io:n_:···v·ariables. ·Fr·_om .equation 
(2) it can be seen that we need at least qne decision. y~triable 'for 
each .i.t·elll in the system. Hence, N-1 of the decision v~-~i~b~e~ _ _xij, 
---- -- -- - .~ - _,,.__ __________ - - - - - ----- ------ -
- --- ----~-,-· -~='-:-,'· .. __ .:...:__ .. -- - --------------
-------- - - -- ----- ---
~-·· 
· w i 11 have different values of i for the subscri~t ., _____ TwQ __ d.ecis.i.on ____ ---·-----·---·-····u--· ·~ -~ _, •· . .. ·-- . . ---·-····· ~~ .. -------· ........ ·-·-··-""·'·-- ,,_._,_, __ .. ·-·--···---··· ... -.............. , 
-
- .. - - -- __ .. _ .. _., ..... -~ 
·, 
variables will, therefore, have the same i subscript value. Note 
that no, so-called, artificial variables will be one of the N+l v~ri- ' 
ables since these will be "driven" out of solution by giving them ~n.· 
arbitrarily large cost val ... ue. The N-1 variables with different i 






subscript values will have the value one which also can be seen 
from equation (2). The two variables with the same i subscript 
value must sum to one which also comes from equation (2) .-
The above discussion says in mathematical terminology that the 
.. 
N+~ elements of the req__~ireme~ts ve_ctor in the solution of the problem 
-~ by the simplex algorithm must satisfy 
. (5) 'X. + X. l.p 1q = 1 i E S(l ,N), p&q e S(l ,L) ap._d :·p. #:": q, 
(6) 
- l m - 1, 2, .•.• , i - 1, i + :1, •:~-·-:? _;t~: -~ind j E S(l,L)-. 
If either ¥ip or Xiq in equation (5) _had a_ -va:Lµe of one 'the:n: th¢ 
other would have the value zero. This would t-hen m.ean t-ha:t all :N' 
-~ items would be- .as.signed to a service leve_l_. Note that :µot·h .Xip._ .and 
Xiq cannot: be equal to -ze_ro. We now prov(3 ·that one of X1P of Xiq 





Assume that ·the. Xi-p and! .Xi:q· -.<:ff·· e.qµ_at··J.on ('5:) are s,,µ~4 t,~~tf 
(7) 0 ( Xip (" I 
(8) 0 ( X. ( l 1.q 
--------- ---- --·---
-· 
-- .... --------· J ______ -- .. -- - ------- ----
,. 















. Now M ~~aJ?. ... !~J~e_g~;r __ t.:t:Qfil _tb.e_"d.isc.ussi.on_of_ pag.e- 9-..-~-FP-om--eq-ll-Elt-i-on· - ----------- --··· --·----· ------· ----... . . . ----- ---- --·---. 
(3) we see that .. the "contribution" to M from the· X . 's of equation 
m,J 
( 6) are all integers. The ref ore, the cont.t:tbut ion to M from the~ 
.,. 
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the coQtribution (:fr~iµ. equation (3)) will be: 
(9) pXip + qXiq = W, where W e S (l_,L) • 
"" 
Solving equations (5) and (9) we get 







The simplex algorithm guarantees that Xij ~ 0 and with the. 
assumptions (7), (8) and the additional assumption q ) p_ (which 
we can assume without loss, of generality) we have from equations 
(10) and (11) that- q .) W ,). p. This shows (under the assumpt_ion$ 
( 7) and ( 8)) there e~:i.~_t.~ .a servi.ce level W which is less than , 
the service level q and greater than the service le:ve:l .p and which 
,will also provi.._de the same contribµtj.-on to M as the contribution 
of pXip + qXiq, name~y W. The cost for the servi.ce level W is 
aiw• From the cost assumption 
" • 
• • • >. a . - a. L · ... - i ,_-L~l 1, 
_.,, 
-·-:-:-----·----·---. ----.- --·----·--.--.-.. --.-~ --.. --·--- .. ·- .. ·-.- --~.. . .. 
.... .-....:....~- -- _,;__ __ J-. -· .. -------· --- ----- -- -- --
- - ""-
tbe following graph· is derived. 
=··:w: ...__ ... ___ ··------·-·- -- .... --~·- -~-~- .. ----------------... ·---·--.. ----- ---- ····--·- ---·-~- - - -.. - ---
.... . ... _ . ;•_. - . . .. 
•. 
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SERVICE LEVELS 
COST FUNCTION FOR ITEM i 
The ·cost as~wnption implies that the area A, shown on th.e graph must 
~-.... 
be greater than zero. 
That· is 
(12) A - paiq + qaiW + Waip - Waiq - qaip + paiW) O 
2 
or simpliffing and using the fact that·q - p) 0 
(13) 
W-p - q-W 
q-p aiq + q-p aip) aiW 
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This last equation shows the cost associated with the convex 
linear combination of x1P and x1q is greater than t.he cost a1w· 
associated with the variable Xiw· We have now shown that under the 
assumptions (7) and (8) that there would exist a service level 
such that the cost for assigning the item i to this service level 




combination of ·X. and X .• This contradicts the fact· that the ip , 1q 
simplex algorithm guarantees the minimum cost for the constraints 
given to it.. Therefore, our assumptions (7) and (8) were incorrect, 
that ia, one of the Xip or Xiq must therefore be equal to zero. 
The . theorem is therefo~ proven. 
Knowing the simplex algorithm will solve the inventory 1roblem 
would lead one to believe that a simple procedure similar t,J the 
transportation. and the assignment algorithms could ~e developed. 
A simple "Difference Algorithm" will solve the inventory problem 
when the assumptions regarding cost.made for the simplex algorithm 
proof are also assumed. The algorithm and an example .are given in 
the next chapter • 
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V~ DIFFERENCE ALGORITHM SOLUTION FOR SPECIAL COST FUNCTIONS 
The ·algorithm developed in this chapter to solve a given 
' ··-
(L, N, M) system is true when the same a~sumption regarding costs 
is made that was assumed in showing that the simplex algorithm 
solved the problem. -. However, the stric\.t inequalities as~umed for 
the cost differences· need not be imposed here as was .done for the 
simplex algorithm pr·oof, that is, equality .. is allowed. The d'if-
ference algorithm consists of the following steps: 
STEP 1: Form the first -di:f:ference table 
DIFFERENCES 
~(i,'2), 
---~(i,3) • • • a( i ,L) 
1 • • • 
2 ••• 
• • • • 

















-----·- ·---·-- ---------·=-------·---· ._....._ ---··..._..··· --~-------Sff-,L~1-=- ..aN-, L · ---·--
STEP 2: Circle the M - N largest Values in the difference table. 
If two or more values in the same row of the difference table are the 





-.~·.;~·-: .. _·/";.·'·-;~l \.r:t'i;,I ~~.-:j:_•:;",.;~.~t-).:1~.' '/:.' :· 
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1th To find the element of N*(L,N,M) start in row 
6(1,2) and continue towards the right until the first uncircled 
6(i,j) is found. The ith element of N*(L,N,M) will be j-1. If 
~(i,L) is circled then the 1th element of N*(L,N,M) will be L. 
I • 
i at 
STEP 4: When ~11 N elements of N*(L,N,M) have been found then 
C*(L,N,M) can be -found. 
The difference algorithm is based·qn tJ;j.e :following process: 
. -STEP 1: Start at the non-feasible solution N*(L,N,N) -
(1, 1, ••. , 1, 1) • First differences '1( i ,2) , where i E S( 1, N), are· then 
computed and tbe l.arg~s:t ·such difference, say d(q,2), is chp.sen. No 
other· first difference 6(i,j), iE S(l,N) and j E t3,4, ... ,L}is larger I;. 
than ~(q,2) (due to the cost assumption)... A one is then added to 
the qth co~pone.·rtt of N*(L,N,N). This res.t.ilt:s. in N*(L,N,N+l) -
(i.Jl ,-..... ,2q, •.•. ·• ,.l) o That is, in· thi':s step the cost has been de-
¢rea-sed -the maxi'mum amount for a": u-ni t ilicrease in the sum of the 
elem'ents. of t·he N-vector. Th.±.s· step is equivalent to circling the 
larg~st t:1..:rs.t difference in the difference table of the algorithm. 
-STEP- ·2:: The diffel"ence .~(q,3) is then computed and the largest 
dif.ference among the :remaining .1(i,2) and d(q,3), say '1(s,p) ~ '1(q,2) 
it chosen~ Again no· other difference 4(i,j) ! 6(q,2) or 6(s,p) 
i E S(l,L) and j E {3,4, ... ,L} , is larger than ~(s,p). A one is then 
-· .. -- · added·· t1> the sth comp_on~nt ·of __ N*(L,N.,N+l) which results .. in N*(L~N,N+2). 
·----------- ~- - ---------··--·- --·-----That is, the cost has again been decreased the maximum amount for 
· a unit increase· in the sum of the elements of the N-vector. This 
step is equival~nt to circling the second largest first difference 















STEP M-N: .The:, lJ1rgest remaining· d-if~erence is chosen at this 
step a~d a l is. ad·d0ed to the· compon·ent of N*(L,N,N+(M--N-1)) = 
N*(L,N,M-1). dqr,res·poriding to the row from which the differenc·e was 
chosen.~- ·This results: .. in N*(L,N,N+(M-N)) = N*(L,N,M). ·This step is 
_eqµtva:lent to circlirut the M-Nth largest difference in the difference 
t~ble of th 1 · h .·. .. e a gor1t ·m. 
Tbe above (M-N) steps lead: '.f.6· ~h·e ·corr.:(tbt \ia_).Ue of N*(L, N ,M) 
and are equivalent to the ·fi . .rs·t ··three :ste.ps of the' difference al-
gorithm. The .cost -!.o.r tlte ·s.:ystern i,s .t:heh e·as-ily· fo·und .from N*(L,N,M) 
and the cost tabl~. 
As an example illus:t·rating the differe:-rt~e: :al::g:pr:'iitp.-~ .1:et. 
(L ,N,~M) - ( 5, 4, 14). _The .cos:.t·s for the system -a,re. :s.h,own in th~e 
following cost table:: 
... .SERVICE LEVELS 
1 2 3 4 5 
"{~~ .. . t' 
1 22 13 8 4 2 
2 18 13 8 3, 1 
ITEMS 
3 12 :.8· ·5· . '. 3: 2: ·~ 
4 --~ .' .2.l - l ··o· <'. :. : 
.. -:;: ;<! 
-
-
-·-·-·-·. -·· ·-· ~-· -· ·-·--·-· ---.....;-- _ ,_..____,_. --·· ·---...:: : . .: ... 
.. 
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;STEP 1: The following differenc.e table is formed: 
DIFFERENCES 





2 © 0 © 2 ITEMS 
3 © © 2 .1 
4 @ 0 2 '1 
STEP 2: The largest M - N = 14 - 4 = 10 values are shown 
circled in the difference table. 
STEP 3: - (i) The first element of N*(5,4,14) is 5-1 = 4 
{ii) The second element of N*(5,4,14) is 5-1 ·= 4 
(iii) The third element of N*(5,4,14) is 4-1 = 3 
(iv) The .fourth element of N*(5,4,14) is 4-1 = 3 
Therefore N*(L,N,M) = (4,4·,3 ,3) 
STEP 4: C*{L,N,M) - a1 , 4 + a2 , 4 _ + a3 ,_3 + a_4_,_:3 
=4+3+5+7 
= 19 
There are several.advantages of the difference algorithm .over 
using the simplex algorithm. Some of these are: 
- -·- .. - ·-· •· ·- ---· 
,· ' . 
------~---------· (1) The difference algorithm can be performed yery easily ,,_ - . ·- - • 
.. -- -- • I 
manually, while the simplex algorithm is complicated 
and time con·suming., to do by hand. 
b 
(2) The difference algorithm uses only subtraction, while the 
' 
.. ,. 
simplex algorithm use subtraction, multiplication and 
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; with the simplex ·algorithm. 




· (3) Larger problems can be done, using the computer, with the 
difference· algorithm than can be done tising the simplex 
• 'r 
algorithm. 
The las·t two chapters have been concerned with finding the so-
lution to the (L,N,M) system when the costs in the cost table were 
of_ a special form. However, the costs may not necessarily be of 
th·e· special form. The solution ·to·· the system must still, however, 
be found. The next ch~pter of this paper deals with systems ,hose 
c,osts ,re of a general type. 
:I'. 
•"!-:-;- :-- ... -. ,. 
r· 
.-.~ .... 
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VI DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING SOLt:rrION FOR GENERAL COST FUNCTIONS 
r,. The algorithm developed in this chapter will solve any (L,N,M) . . 
ry system regardless of the type of costs in the cost table. Before 
giving the general algorithm the procedure will be first explained 
by the use of an example. 
.:ii.· 
' Suppose we have an inventory system wi.th ·three· ,.f?,e.r.vi:ce l_eveil_~ 
\. 
and five items. Let M be specified to be ;equ'al to :nin¢.. That is, 
the inventory system is (L,N,M) --. (3,5,9)-. We -wish then :t_o determine 
.I N*(3, 5, 9) and C*(3, 5, 9). The costs: f'o;r· ·:this ·system :are-. «i:ven in the 




ITEMS a .. 4 


















· The solutfQ~:- vector N*(3,5,9) i-s. fo.und .t.ii~ting the following five 
steps. 
~-
STJU> 1: We first determ:i:-ne the po·ss·nne vakes for the first 
--------· 
···--·- __ . _____ _...: ____ ~-eempeneft't· -o:f-:·the·-s-01-utwn·· vec·for :··--The-~alu;- of "one" for the first 
\ . .. ··- component is possible since the sum of the·four remaining components 
..: . . . ~ -.. 
would be 9-1 = 8 and a sum of eight ·can be formed using four numbers ... 




' e ' ,t 
./ . 





" .... ------- ----- -·------ -









component.is· possible. since the sum.of the remaining·four components 
would be 9-2 = 7 and a sum of seven can be formed using four numbers 
from the set S(l,L)· = S(l,3). The value of three is also possible 
for the first· component· of the solution vector. We then can have 
the following three partial 5-compone-nt vectors (partial ·in the sense 
,_ that only part of the total 5-components are determined) as possible 





N*(3,1,1) - (1, , , , ) 
N* ( 3 , 1 , 2) - { 2 , , , , ) 









0*(3,1,1) = 6 
C* ( 3 , 1 , 2) = s· 
C*(3,l,3) - 2 
STEP' 2: We noW determine the possible partial 5-vectors with the 
first two compo,p.eiits determined. The sum of the first two components 
· o·f.- the 5-ve.ctor-s c~Ii take on the values 2, 3, '1., ,5· or 6. since all 
·the values: 9-2 = 7, 9-3 = 6, 9-4 = n5, 9-5 ·= 4 anc.L .9-6 - 3 ( the sum 
. I . 
ci~ the last three components of the 5-vectors) could be formed using , 
thr~e numbers from the set 8(1,L) = S{l,3). 
We now wish to determine the 0 best" of the partial 5-vectors, 
- - . - ~ 
---------~.~-· ~ 
___ llaving- -the---.f~ir~t -two ·comp.on-eh~s--·aetermiried~--~w·hiGh have partial sums 
. ' . '' -... 
. ~ . . . . 
. .... ~ ~ 








.--.,. _________ _.. ___ ,,__ ______ . -~ 
--------· ----2t-s--;1-;·-5~·nao:-~-By--t-he-·1rbest" part.ial s-;~ct-~;-with a partial 
.... : .. • .. 
.. 
sum of, say, three we mean the partial 5-vector whose first two com-
ponents sum to three and such that the cost is a minimum over all 
partial 5-vectors with two components determined such that the sum 
,. 
- . .. ':"' ... 
.J -
·.31 
of the two determined compon~nts is three. 
.. 
. ...,--: The best partial 5-vector having the partial sum of two is 
(1,1, , , ) with the resulting cost of 9. There is only one possible 
5-vector with the first two components determined with a, partial sum 
of two. 
determined from the tw_·-~o p.os·_s1_·:.b"i.li ties (_ 1_·'.:._, 2' __ , .-,·. · )- at1d (-2-· 1 )-. , . . .. ·. . ·. ,. ., · .. , ,. ·• 
... 
·p·artial 









j, · ..• -. 
partial .;s-:1!9..vector can then be chosen .fx,:r· ·th·e. best p.art.i.'a)~, ~-ve·ctor 
na:ving: par:t.:ial. StiJJl of three o We choose the p~rt'i.al 5~-v~~,t-o.:t· 
-(i.,_2, , , ) , for- no specific reasbn,o. 
The other best partial -5~ve.ct·.o-rs, havin.g jJ:art.la:l_ ~llinS of' ·4:, .. 5· 
and. 6 are s imila;rly determined :and ~tre· lis.ted JJ_eiow .•. \ 
Best Partial 5-Vectors 
With the First Two 
Components Determined 
N*(3,2,2) (1,1, J 
' 
N*(3.,2 3) (_l, ?,, 
' 
, 
N*(3 ,2 ,4) - (3,1, -
' 
~ 














Minimum Cost . 
for Best Partial 
5~Vectors 
C*(3,2,2) - 9 
C*(3,2,3) - 8 
C*'( 3, 2, 4) - 5 
C*(3,2,5) - 4 
---------~~ 
N*(3·4J-_6-}._=_ (3.,3-,--- --,-~-,--)-.:.-----,.· - - -- -~ ···-·6 ___ -------· --- -----C*(3,2,6) = 3 
. 










STEP .,3 ~ The possible best _partial 5=,vect.ors which have the first 
three components determined are then found similarl·y to the procedure 
above These are: 
.. 
.... 
.. ' . 
-'-. 
,.. I 
, · Best Partial 5-Vectors 
With the First Three 
.. Components Determined 
!~,· 
N*(3,3,3) - (1,1,1, , 
N*(3,3,4) - (1,2,l, 
·.~. 
N*(3 ,3, 5) - (.3', i, t. ,· ,· 
N*(3,3,6) (: 3 ,. 2 ·., J. , -.. . , . 
















For Best Partial 
5-Vectors 
C*(3 ,3 ,3) 13 
C*(3 ,3 '4_) - 12· 
¢*(3 ,3 S) ..... 9·. 
' 
-. 
·C*{.3' ,,3, 6) ·=; :8 
C*(3., 3·7J . , . .-.:..: ·7 
STEP 4: Th·e. po.sstble. be·s·t ·p·a.r·:t.ia:1 5-;v.uctors which have· the .first 
four components ·d~fe.rmine:d :ar.e :· 
Best Partial 5~Vfctors 
With the First Four 
Components Determined 
N* ( 3 , 4 , 6) - ( 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 , ) 
N* ( 3, 4, 7) - ( 3, 1 , 1 , 2 , ): 








For Best Partial 
5-Vectors 
C* (3, 4, 6) - 13 -
C* ( 3, 4, 7) - 10 -
C* (3, 4, 8) - ·g .. 
me·n.ts e,qual ·to: 9 :is t-ge:n ·de .. te-rm·t:ned from the above. thre.e- ·::J.os$1bl..e 
·partial s:-vectors usi~g. fh.e· s.ame procedure as a.bove. This .best 5-
·~.· 
·yect:or i-S de-ter·mi-ned to- ·be: (3',1,1,2,2) o. ·'I'h0· d.(ist ·for this assignment 
,. 
..... _,,, 
:is: 12·. Hence we have found N*(3,5,9) (3 ., 1 ,. I , 2 , 2) and C* ( 3 , 5 , 9) = .12 ·, 
- -· . - . ~ . . . . , . . . gr·ammin"g. algori thin versu~ the c~mpl'3te enumeratio:1 methoc. 
' 
There are 45 __ possibly assignments for the (3,5,9) systeir (see. 
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I TREE DL\GR-\M SHOW I\(, 
FILTERI~G EFFECT uf 
DY'.'<JAM1C PROGR.-\MMI~G .\LGi.>i: r ;,-:,· . ' 
Figure 2 
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tree diagram of Figure 2. The dashed branches repre_sent the best 
partial 5-vectors investigated by the algorithm. For example there 
are five. dotted branches leading to the item 2 level. These.five 
dashed branches represent the five possible best partial 5-vectors 
with the first two components determined. We see that these are the 
same five partial 5-vectors as shown in Step 2 of the example. The 
~ tree diagram shows the filtering effect of the algorithm or the 
abandonment of possible paths. For inst:ance at the i tern one level 
we see that the first component of the solution vector has three 
possibilitfes namely one, two or three. However, by the time the 
second possible components have been determined all paths emanating 
from node two of the item one level have. been ab_ando'r1ed as too 
costly. That is, the algorithm has· a1r~ady determined that the 
solution vector will not have a "two·'' as the first ·component. 
similarly other possible paths: are abandoned as we go further down 
the tree until we come to the item .. five level where the solution 
vector is finally determined. 
The general algorithm for.finding the solution to any (L,N,M) 
system will now be given. Note that ·the algorithm gives both 
N*(L,N,M) and C*(L,N,M) at the same time. The algorithm consists 
of the following N steps. 
-STEP_ 1: · Determine all p~ssible va.lues ,~, say. n1 , where 'ii 
i - 1, 2 '. ... , n1 and aj: E S( 1,L), such that there exists a K{ • 
S(N.-1,(N-l)L), and~,such that Ki+ Kj_ = M. These values, Ki 
. 1 1 l· 
will be used as possible values of the sum of the first component, 
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vector. Using these Kf determine the best partial N-vectors with 
the first component determined and their associated cost, that is, 
determine all N*(L,l,Ki) and C*(L,1,K~). 
- 1 
-follows: 
Best Partial N-Vectors With 
First Component Determined 
with Sum of First Component 
l Equal to K1 
1 N*(L, 1,K1 ) = 
h .1 were J 1 
' ... ' ) ' . 
N*(L,1,Kf> - (j~, ,; .• , L 





' ..... ·,. )' :~ 
.;· 




Minimum Cost for 
Partial N-Vector 




For simplification purposes let T1 = {j!, j~ 1 ••• , j?}· 
STEP 2: Dete·rmine all possible values ~, ~ay n2 , where 
i = 1, 2, ••• , n2 and ~ t 8(2 ,2L) such that there exists a K~, 
. i j ~ E S (N-2, (~-2.)L), and such that K2 + K2 = M. These values, 
,. 
. . . 
-.. . 
K!, will be used as possible values of the sum of the first two 
-- .• , .... -- .. + .... - ~ -· -· --~-."!-'--·- -~- - - .. ------·-- ... ..-----'-- ---------. ·- . . ··- -
components of the solution vector. Using the N:1:c~, 1, K~) , that iSs1 , , ... ,~ 
the best partial N-vectors with the first compcnents determined., 
and the Ki determine the best partial N-vectors with the f,i"<.St 2 






' ·;~. . 
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~ , \ . .. 
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• • J, .... 
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. . . , .. : ;,' 
.- . . . 












two components determined and their associated cost, that .~s:., :de~ 
• 
---termine all N*(L,2,~) and C*(L,2,K~). Li st these valu·e·s: as_ follows: 
Best Partial N-Vectors with First 
Two Components Determined with 
Sum of First Two Components 
Equal to Ki 
• 
.i .1 1 where . 1 E Tl . and J1 + J.2' -- K . J1 ·- 2: 
N*(L,2 ,~) ( . i . 2 
- J1,J2,••,.•:, 
.> ' 
where J. i E T and J. ± + J·_ 2: --·· ·K2 








. n ·. 





Minimum Cost for 
Partial N-Vectors 
2 




·_-- ·. - . :n2·. C*:(L -,· 2·, K -- -)-. 
. -, __ ,-- -_. · .. 2 .-_· 
STEP N-1: Det(frm.in-e all possible values K__ .s_·_ a_··y· n _ .
1
- _, - - - \ - -~-1 '· · N- · · 
·11. 
• 
I ·1 \ 
..• , nN-l and KN-l E S(N-1, (N-1)L), such that 
where i = 1, 2 , 
there exi-s-'ts a -K-~_1 ,· ~.::if Stl;L) ·and such-that
1
~-l + K;_1 · M • i These values KN-l will be used as possible values \~f the sum of 
\ 
\ the_f~r:t~-~compon~nts·~·f. t.he solutio~, vector. ~~n~ the .pre-
.-. -viously determined N* (L, N-2 ~ S,.,.2) , that is, the best 1~rti~l N-
. 
• I 1 
-----· .-.... -. 
vector with the first N-2 components determined:,. and th ~-l 
determine the best partial N-vectors wi'tJi -the. fl.r~·t N~l omponents 
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~ determined and their associated cost, that is, determine all 
• 1 i 
-N*'(L,N-1,KN-l) and C*(L, N-1,KN_1). List these values as follows: 
Best Partial N-Vectors with First N-1 Components 
Sum of First 
Equal 
Determined With 
N-1 Components i to KN-l 
1 
· · 1 N*(L,ij-1,KN-l) = (j~,j~, ... ,jN-1' ), 
i-
where jm E T for m - 1, 2, ... , N-·2. m 
N-2 











N*(L N-1 :i<:··N--l)··. 
' ' .. N·-1 . ' 
.1 Kl + ...;... J ... -N-1 N-1 
. 
. for m ·._ ··· ·J ~ .. 2,, .•.... ,, N--2·· 
. ,i i 11,. 
,(j 1: ... , J.2·· ,. •. ~. '.'. ' j .· N.-... l ' ) ' 
· · · ··· N-:-1 
•i 





n n J 1 + l N----1 ~- K N-1 
m 'N-1 N-1 
.• .- . 
·sTEP N: Dete~mine all pqssible values 
., 
Minimum Cost .for 
Partial N-Vectors 
1 C* ( L , N-1 , KN- l) 
. 2 




-.C* ( L N-1 K ·. . . . .) 
. ' ' -N-:1 














------··--···-·-· 1 J ----------ixrN~E s(N-1, (N-l)L) and such that· KN + KN :_ M. These values _w\11 
be used a~ possible values.of the last component of the -solution 
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1 
N*(L,N-1,K ), that is, t.he best partial N-vectors with the first N-1 · " 
·-. N-1 components determined, determine the best N-vector with all 
N-components determined a1:1d its associated cost. That' is, determine 
N*(L,N,M) and C*(L,N,M). 
~-
This algorithm seems c.omplica.ted 81; f il".st gl8nce, howevel"., aftel". 
it is.used a few till!es it QecomeS fairly Straight-forward, as the 
previous e~·ample ·s·hows • 
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VII CONCLUSIONS AND AFTERTHOUGHTS ·A:,· 
The work of this thesis.bas brought about many interesting re-
iults, most of which are of• strict mathematical nature. For in-
stance it was known at the outset that the problem was basically 
combinatorial. However, on developing the recursion relation the 
recognition that the recursion relation was an exte.~s-ion ·of Pascal's 
Triangle was .q'.llite surprising (See Appendix A). 
It was also known _at the outset that sometimes the :·si:mple~ 
algorithm w.oulo solve the problem and so~etiIQ:eS .'it.: would not. Many 
dJ.f:t:ere·nt .problems were solved using ·the: s-.impl.~,t algorit,hm before 
i.,t w·t:i"s recognized which types of c9st: -fun.c.tion·s· seem~.d to always 
:given integer results. After thi_s fa:ct w.as rec·ognizEid it' was· a. 
relatively s'imple matter to prove an-aly't·.i·cal,J.y that th~. simplex 
algo:r"i:thm would solve the problem tind.e·r ·t=h:e cost, ·as,simtption. 
,.· 
';r®:. solution. method for solyi:n~ the pr:oblein t.ot the general 
··· · · · · · · h h · · v i methods ·h ( o 1) · · bl :~ppr9-f.:J·C: · · w:as c_ · osen-. · . ar ous s:uc .. · ~$ ; .... , .• __ ·, var 1a e 
·programming met·hods w;ere studied. The·Se s:o_iutlon me·t&od.s were all 
... -. ~. ·-· -·- ·- ...:. _.:.:, - -
'. ~bandoned as being_ to_o qumbersome or t.ime c·ot1suniing. lt was thought, -. • • - • 1! 
------ - - - -- - --- ------· 
____ !=l_1-!~ still _;ts_, th.at since the structure of the problem in a linear 
_________________ --'------ __________ p.r_ogrammin.g. . ..toI!ma-t- -i-s--s-e--·-s·imp·1e---a···!_!_s 1MP1·e~Tgor 1 t1un coii1 d be~ de::- ·---------
·' ·( 
veloped to solve the proolem f·or any type ,o·f co.sts-. -, However, · no 
general algorithm ~f this type has been· "found" ·even though much ,. 
-·,· 








has been searched quite extensively to see if anyone else had a 
"simplet' 'solution to the problem. The results of this search were 
negative al-though some problems were found that had a similar 
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APPENDIX A MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS OF RECURSION RELATION 
The recursion relation developed in Chapter III will be examined 
here in more detail. In particular the general solut.ion to the re-
curs ion relation given tHere will be proven and s.-ome additional mathe-
matical aspects of th~ recursion relation will be investigated. , 
PROOF OF GENERAL: SOLUTION TO 'RECURSION RELATION 
From :a mathemat'j;c_al vi:ewpoint. ~t us extend· the ·recursion re-
I=at.1011 tc>·· i,riclu·de· L = l., .M = 'C) and N = 0. In this regard define: 
:: 
F(l ,N ,M) -
and 
F(.··,L ... o:.-. O'). · -
. .. . .,. .t 
'(1) F(L,N,M) -








W·:i't·h t:h·e initial' cortd'ft·l.on. .- < - •••• 
• •••• •• • • •• 
F{L, 0, 0) ~: l . 
,. 
___ ... ;,---~ 
. . ' ' ' ' 
- ·... ·' ··. _ _;..-.:' .. _ .. 
• 
' ; (. 
_____ , .... 
:.. 
.=· :.,0. 
. .. ··' 
for M=N 
for ~N 
f-6.r L :l ,,.:2 .,/3··, .•••• 
.:f.or :~.~i .,.·2 :., 3: , • • ... 
and M E S(N ,LN) 
if Mt S(N,LN). 
.. 
..._ .. ' -. - ·- ' - •• '_I.• '.• 
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THEOREM: 








- L (~) F(L-1,j ,M-N) 




N-~l (N-·1) N-1 (N-1) .. ·. 
- ~ F(L-1,j,M-N)+ L .· F(L-1,j+l,ij~NJ j==O J j=O J 
_. ..... .;. ___ .:..· __ .-J,-.- - -
.. 
by using :recur~>i·QJ;I relat·iion .. :( I:): 
·" 
. (N:l) F(L-1, 0, M-N) + [t~, +(N~l)] F(L-1, l ,M~N) 
+ [(N~ I) +(N; )] F(L-1, 2 ,M-N) + ... + [(:=~) +(:=~)] F(L-1, N-1, M-N) 
( N-1) + F(L-1 N M-N) N-1 ' ' 
= f (~) F(L-1,j ,M-N) 
j =O .J 
. 
'. -.... ~ .. 
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··::-· 
by using the identity 
This last ;equality is thei relation (2), i.e., we have shown that the 
relation (2) satisffe_s t>iie recurs.ion :_~e.latlon ·c1). 
THEOREM: 
L-2 Terms L-1 Terms 
,.., 
Since the r;ecUl'sion :relation (2) is eqliivalent to t.ec-ursJOIJ. .tela'"' 
tion (1) .we will usEi r.elation (2) to prov¢ t,he theor~QI. •. 
F(2,N,M) 
-t (N) F(l,h,M~N) 
h=O h _..,_. 
,l5) :F(3,N,M) - ta (:) F(2,i,M-N) .,., 
((,) F(4,N,M) 








.· ._ - . 





--- - . . --
- !'.. -. - .-:. __ ,_ -- r' - - - -
- ------ --·- -~-~--- -- ---
_,...-- - ~------..!.. -~ - . ',_ - .. - ~ ---- - -
I 
Now s_ubstituting equation. (4) into equation (5) gives.: 
(9). F(3 ,N,M)= i 'f O (:X~}Cl ,h, (M-N)-j) 
I Substituting equation (9) into equation (6) gives.:: 
(10) F(4 .N. M) = t t t (~x~xi \"'(l ,h, (M-N)-(i+j)) j=O i=O h=O J 1 hf 
Substituting equation (10) into equation (7) gives: 
-- --- -----
-----~-
(11)~ F(5,N,M)= t t t t (:X~)(~)(1)F(l ,h, (M-N)-(i+j+k)) k=O j=O 1=0 bt=O J 1 h 
1C.o.nt:inu1·11g this procedure we arrive at: 
L-1 Terms L Terms 
,.,, 
.. 
();2) F(L,N,M)= E · · · f t htO(:)· · ·(kJ·X~)(~)F(l,"h, (M-_N)-(i+j+k+ ••• +q)) q=O j=O i=O 
' 
}tow _let -u·s consider the term F( 1, h, (M-N)-( i +j +k+ •.. +q)). F(l, N ,M) 
eqtials ?ne if M=N and equals zero if ~N, by definition,.·· That is; 
.F(l,N,M) = o(N,M) ~ where o(N,M) is the Kronecket delta :anq has the 
ii 
.. 
· definition that ~(N,M) equals one if ::M=N and e:qua_l-s. Ztlr-o if MFN. 
Therefore, 
F( 1, h, (M-N)-( i+J:t:k+~ •• -+q)) = o(h, (M:.N)-( i +j +k+ •.. +q)) 
_, __ ._.---.---- ----~- ... ::.. •• 
- •• -~ - . _____ .i., ....... • ••• ;._-~-:---·~- - ,.. 
' .. - --
. . 
., 
ltEftt¢e, e.q~a.t:~on_ ·(1.,2) ·can_ ·-also be written ·as: 
--
. • .,, i 
..... '\r 


















L-1 Terms L Terms 
,..., 
Now consider the last two terms in equation (r3) .,_. ··:•.e .• ·, c.onsid:e:r 
'Equation ( 14) is equal ·to zero unless h;::(M~N)--(:i-+J +.k+ ... . ·+q): ~tjd is 
equal to ( ! ) x l otherwise (from the definition .of the Kronecker 
d·e.lta) , i.e. , only one: term of the sum in. :·equ·ation (14) can b.e non..;. 
·z~·:ro .~nd this i~ ·wh:¢Ii Ji::;:(M~·N)-(i+j+k+ •.• +q),. ·Hence, substi·tgting 
.(M-NJ~:(i·+j+k:'+ ....... +q) ·f.or h ·we J~a.ve 
-- . 
. 
~ow substituting: .~ttg-aJ-ion ·(15): into equ·ati:on (13} we have 
L-2 Terms·, L-1 Terms 
r 
...... -.. ·. ~--- . ~-- ---- ---- ----- ·- -- -------·--·--·---- - - _ ___, -which is .eqµ~t-ion 3·. T:h.er~:fore,. equati-0n (3) satisfies equation (2) 
·-----------
which in turn satis£ies ±ecursion relation (1). Equation (3) jl~o 
.. ·}·. ~-· -- ·- - . 
. s·a.tisfies the initi~l c .. ondition F(L;o,o)' ~ 1. This verificati'on. ±.s: 
straightforward a·nd is omt tted here. Hence, the recurs:ion· rel:at.ioh 
(1) is sati·s·f:i.ed ·by equation (3) and equation (3) ·.~J..a:o. ·Sa-t.-isfie~ 
... 
• : .. ' ,Q ri· ..,. 'I 
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k relation (1) for the initial condition. That is, we have proven 
I 
. 
equation (3) is the general solution to the recursion relation (1). 
MATRIX PROPERTIES OF RECURSION RELATIONS 
· · Now let us investigate some of the properties of the two re-
~ 
curs ion relations from the point of view of matrices. 
fi.rs:t 1~.-t- us examine the c.ase L=2. From relation :(l)· we have: 
:'(17) F(2 ,N ,M) -
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RECURSION RELATION TABULATION. 
- - .. . . ·- · ....... ·... . 
M-N versus N 
------·--' ·------..- -------,-------·-----·-
_______ ...._;...,_;.. ______ _ 
L = 2 
. - '. . 
__ , ..... 
-This t __ at:i.~n give~ us the so-called Pa-;;cal Is Tri.angle; Equation 
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·That is -- :1et 
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RECURSION RELATION TABULATION 
M versus N 
L = 2 
\ 
1 0 0 0 0 
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F(2, O, O) F(2 ,"0, 1) 
F(2, 1, O) F(2,1,1) 
F(2,2,o)· F(2,2,1) 












































F(2,0,4) ••• F(2,0,8) 
F(2,1,4) ••• F(2,1,8) 
F(2,2,4) ••• F(2,2,8) 
F(2,3,4) ••• F-(2,3,8) 

































































"~ relation (1) · for L...,3, tabulating M-N versus N (See Table 1, page 13). . :') 
·· ··--· ·'---ay-premultTJ)Iylng matrix B by matrix -A~We-~~e justap~i;ing-~-q~~-t;on _____ ---- ---~ 
--·--'---------- - -----.--------·-------- ' -
(2) for the case L~, or more specifically~ are applyi~g equition 
( 5). Now .if we were to rewr-i te matrix AB in·' ·th.,e· form of M versus N 
and then premultiply this by matrix A we .would 'p~ applying equation "' 








' , '~ ... ..,.---,, ,. .... ·' 
' . 
":"·--
- .... •· . . ·:· ,.. - - _.,. ... 
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relation (1) with L=4 and wlth M-N tabulated versus N. Continuing 
this procedure, i.e., following the relation (2) we could arrive at 
any specific tabulation of (1). 
EXTENSIONS TO PASCAL'S TRIANGLE 
Now let us _examine ·the relation (1) froni the s-e~ndi>oint of': ::irn· 
·extension to Pascal's Triangle. 
For the case L~2, ·we .1:iave·· the'' r.ecttrsi:ori: :re-latlon {17):. Tills 
·' ,:case (L-2) w.as no~ed :bEff.o:re to· be·- the·, re·1at:1·0~ .:for th.e tabulation: 9£. 
:...:. .. . 
\ 
Pascal,'s Tr:iangi.e ... :Note. t·h:~t- to :g_et _any· v-alue ·q·.f F(2,N,M) (with 
M-N tabulate~: -versti'S. Nl w.e· ·.add two adjac~nt numbers in the row. N;..l;, 
one in the same column -~ts, '-F(2,N,M) and th_e other one in the· .pol.u,mn 
le:ft on F(2,N,M). That: is:, to get F(2 ,N ,M) we add ;F(2,;·N~·I ,M~I)- and· 
. 










which is a well known identity :for .bfnomi.a)L :co~!'fici·.ents: a·nd :_is- i'.he.. 
basis for Pascal's Triangle. 
For-the case L=3 we have: 
I I 
.. 
That is, to ·get any specif-ic F(3,N,M)--with M-N tabulated ve°':rsu:s ·N._ 
we · add: t:h:ree adjace·:nt. nunibers in the row N~l, one i·n t_he s·aine: co:lumn·· 
-~·· ·-
·;.,· 
. ii' l(J g 








... ~ . 
- . ,._ .- ---... ' . 1·- - -- --.- -··- -- -- -- - - --- . - - ·-·-- -
... so 
- - - ..... --
--- --- - -- . - ----- -----
------ --- J.-.-· -- .·- , ... __ ....... - -
as F(3,N,M) and the other two coming fran the two columns to the left 
of F(3,N,M). Hence we have an extension to the idea of Pascal's 
Triangle - (we are adding three numbers in one row to ge't a number in 
the next row). 
In general to. find F(L,N,M) (with M-N tabulated versus N) we 
"-L" ) aqd numbers in, the· row N-1 to get the number F(L,N,M in ·the 
- .. 
. row ·N, which is a dlre9t extef1)$.i_(>n or generalization of Paa cal.' ·s 
Triangle. 
SOME ADDITIONAL IDENTITIES AND THEOREMS 
In conclusion to this appendix three iq.(:l°q.~:i/t_:ies o·r· ·tneorems: a·re: 
listed which can be de:·r'ived froig equati--ons (I)., (2.) a:n~- (3) .• Since-
the- ·proof of. the·se ·.f~ ~o~t c.ases are ·compl.icated.,_ no p1:qofs will be 
g_i ve.n here. 
LxN N 
(20) E F(L,~,M) = L 
M=N 
LxN 2 (21) :E. F(L, N ,M) 
M=N 





M-N-1 ( -1) - - . F( 2 , N, M) l 
M-N 
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